THE SIGNIFICANCE OF JAMES’ “WORKS” AND PAUL’S “FAITH” FOR EVANGELICAL AND NON-EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS IN MYANMAR: AN EXEGETICAL STUDY OF JAMES 2:14-26 AND ROMANS 3:21-28

By Khaw Thang

The purpose of this research is to find out how works and faith relate in the writings of James and Paul. Special attention will be given to the original texts, and an exegetical work, in order to better understand the purposes of James and Paul for Christians in the nation of Myanmar today.

Introduction

Roman Catholic missions began in Myanmar (formerly called Burma) in 1554, with Protestant Christianity coming in 1807. According to Myanmar church history, Christians began to divide into two groups following a revival that occurred in the 1970s. Some, mainly from the mainline churches, began to focus on social ministry at the expense of meeting the spiritual needs of the people, based on James 2:26 (NIV): “. . . so faith without works is dead.” As a result, non-believers have little opportunity to hear the gospel from those churches. On the other hand, the evangelical Christians emphasized being saved by faith alone, based on Romans 3:28 (NIV): “For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from observing the law,” and are less concerned about “doing” Christian charity. This lack of social concern tends to result in non-believers being uninterested in evangelical Christianity. According to the teaching of the Scripture, these two “schools of thought” need to be addressed. Only then will Myanmar Christians be instrumental in advancing the gospel.

The research presented here attempts to address the issue of how to synthesize these widely divergent views. Thus, the path we have taken is to do an exegetical study of both James 2:14-26 and Romans 3:21-
28. The goal is to provide a proper understanding of how faith and works relate, which former Myanmar Christian leaders failed to teach succeeding generations. To realize that goal, our investigation needs to dig out from the original texts what Paul and James actually meant when writing to their original readers and then the implication of those texts for us today. For the sake of space, what is presented here will be limited to the contemporary issues among the evangelical and non-evangelical Christians in Myanmar.

**Definitions of Evangelical and Non-Evangelical**

The term “Evangelical” has been defined in various ways. In the Myanmar context, however, it means those Christians who believe “in the infallibility and the authority of Scripture, the virgin birth of Christ, the atoning death of Christ for the salvation of human kind, his bodily resurrection, his second coming and personal salvation by faith through grace”\(^1\). For evangelicals, evangelism is the primary task and social ministry is secondary. Evangelical Christians have no attachment to the ecumenical movement in Myanmar.\(^2\)

The term “non-Evangelical” in the Myanmar context means those Christians who do not share the same statement of faith with the evangelical Christians. Rather, they embrace the ecumenical movement, which is “so dominated by the theologically liberal denominations,”\(^3\) the adherents are generally nominal Christians.\(^4\) Khai wrote, “The ecumenical movement in Myanmar, represented by the Myanmar Council of Churches (known also as the Conciliar Movement), includes nearly all the mainline churches. They emphasize the priority of the cultural mandate over that of the evangelistic mandate.”\(^5\) In other words, they advocate a social ministry rather than a spiritual one.

In summary, strictly speaking, those Christians who experience the new birth (John 3:5) are evangelicals, whereas anyone who has never experienced the new birth, yet consider themselves Christians, are considered non-evangelical. In this paper, I will use the terms “non-
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evangelical” and “nominal” interchangeably because they are synonyms in the Myanmar context.

**Background of Myanmar Christianity**

Myanmar is predominantly an animistic country.\(^5\) It is generally assumed that Buddhism took root there in the first century; however, not until the 11th century, during the reign of King Anaw-Rahta, did Buddhism become well known.\(^7\) Buddhism was made the state religion in 1961.\(^8\) Christianity entered the country through the efforts of several missionaries, notably a French Franciscan and a Roman Catholic from Portugal, in 1554\(^9\). Later James Charter, Richard Mardon, and Felix Carey (eldest son of William Carey), Baptists from England in 1807, began mission work in Rangoon, now Yangon and the former capital of Myanmar.\(^10\)

Six years later, the first American Baptist missionaries to Burma, Adoniram and Ann Judson, arrived in Rangoon.\(^1\) Their labor among the Myanmar people was exceptional, the first Burmese Bible being one of the products of their assiduous work.\(^12\) The Myanmar Institute of Theology (formerly Myanmar Divinity School), founded in 1927, became the most prestigious Baptist seminary from which former and present Christian leaders received their theological and ministerial training.

Pentecostalism came to existence in Myanmar long after the mainline churches were well established. The Lisu people, who had emigrated to Myanmar’s Kachin State from southwest China, were the first recipients of Pentecostalism. In 1930, Clifford and Lavada Morrison, Assemblies of God missionaries to southwest China, had
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\(^12\) Vuta wrote in his dissertation that Adoniram Judson dedicated his Burmese Bible to God in January 31, 1834, and it was printed in December 29, 1835 (1983).
ministered to the Lisu in China before they emigrated. The next year, Yong Paul and Esther, a married couple from southwest China, were sent to the Lisu in Kachin State, making that couple the first Assemblies of God missionaries to Myanmar. In November 1938, the Lisu in Myanmar began to experience the baptism of the Holy Spirit, one of whom spoke in English, which he had never learned. According to Saw Tint San Oo, in 1940, the Morrisons and Mrs. Jean Wagner first visited the Assemblies of God churches in Kachin State, ministering to more than 500 members in their first service.

A study of Myanmar church history shows that Christianity first entered among the minority tribal people groups. Today, the need to evangelize the typical Bamas is enormous. Although a number of mission organizations worked in Myanmar from the 1800s to the 1900s, the Baptist mission was most successful. As a result, “Today, the Baptists are the largest single denomination in the country and among the Zomis as well,” with Baptist missions and churches found almost everywhere in the country. Three-fourths of Myanmar Christians identify themselves as Baptists, according to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Factbook. The denomination celebrated its bicentennial in 2013.
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The Theological Debate between Faith and Works in Myanmar

The majority of Christian leaders in Myanmar are graduates of the liberal Baptist seminary. Because of the influence of the seminary’s liberal theology, these leaders (including Hau Lian Kham) became liberal. As a result, “By the 1960s, mainline churches were more inclined to theological liberalism than toward evangelistic priorities.” Concerning liberalism, Saw Gler Taw wrote, “And because of liberalism in the theological schools in Burma today, their graduates who serve in various churches seem to lose the vision for the mission of the church, and their congregations gradually become nominal, losing their zeal and vitality in outreach.” In this case, it is obvious that these Christians are spiritually dead, having no experience of the new birth (John 3:5). In other words, they are nominal, or non-evangelical, Christians.

The nominal Christians believe in the teaching of “salvation by faith plus good works.” The Burma Council of Churches “does not encourage the evangelical efforts of evangelical churches and para-church ministries” (Vuta 1983), but rather “Professional ministries encouraged social works; but all the while, the church declined and became spiritually lukewarm” (Khai 1999). For these reasons, the church lost the biblical directive of preaching the gospel. Therefore, the nominal Christians, both ministers and lay persons, need a renewal of salvation knowledge.
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23Khai wrote that Hau Lian Kham earned his Bachelor of Religious Education from the liberal Baptist seminary. Fortunately, Kham abandoned his liberal bent when he came to faith in the Lord and accepted the whole of Scripture as the word of God sometime in 1970. Later, he became the great preacher of the gospel (2001).


25Saw Gler Taw, “A Renewal Strategy of the Karen Baptist Church of Myanmar (Burma) for Mission” (Th.M. thesis, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1992), 127. See note 26Khai, “Dynamics of Renewal: A Historical Movement Among the Zomi in Myanmar,” 318. The term ‘nominal teaching’ in Myanmar context is a teaching that “in order to be saved, one must believe Christ, do good works, take water baptism, and go to church” (Khai 1999).

27The Burma Council of Churches with its adherent of nominal Christians is more concerned about social gospel than meeting the spiritual needs of the people.
In the midst of such spiritual laxity, God raised up evangelists for a renewal movement. In the early 1960s, Lal Than Liana, founder of the Evangelical Free Church in Burma, began preaching the gospel with a born-again message, but only a few responded to that message. According to Khai, in the 1970s, Hau Lian Kham, who was senior pastor of Cope Memorial Baptist Church in Tedim (Chin State), began preaching a renewal or salvation message. The Baptist church, being spiritually dead, rejected his new found faith and dismissed him not only from his position, but also from Baptist membership. Those who accepted his renewal message joined him to start the Evangelical Baptist Convention for the advancement of God’s kingdom. Despite the opposition, many people got saved through his preaching. Consequently, a number of them became evangelists who are now serving the Lord effectively. Through these efforts, more members were added to the evangelical faith.

The renewal message of Hau Lian Kham marked the dawning of the evangelical movement among the Zomis—a movement that later spread over the whole country. Since the Zomis were the first recipients of the evangelical faith, they now form the highest percentage of Christians among all the ethnic groups, even though they are a minority in population. Since many Zomis are involved in evangelical Christian organizations and missionary outreaches


29The Christian leaders in those days saw no need to engage in evangelistic outreach. Vuta wrote: “The Baptist missionaries and national leaders did not understand the charismatic characteristics of the new converts during the revival years (1946-50).” See Vuta, 210; Khai also recorded: “There existed among the Zomi Christians a moral laxity and a lack of salvation knowledge.” See “Legacy of Hau Lian Kham (1944-1995): A Revivalist, Equiper, and Transformer for the Zomi-Chin People of Myanmar,” 100.


31Khai wrote, “The evangelical stream emerged as a return to biblical faith when the conciliar stream embraced liberal theology in the 1950s.” See “Dynamics of Renewal: A Historical Movement Among the Zomi,” 314.

32According to IRIN: Asia Myanmar, Myanmar is a majority Buddhist country but more than 80 percent of the people in Chin State are Christian. See “Myanmar Chin State,” http://www.irinnews.org/report/87352/myanmar-chin-state-a-mountain-of-trouble (accessed September 8, 2014). God uses the Chins (Zomis) in the present generation for the advancement of His kingdom; as a result there is a Zomi missionary in every part of the country.

33Ethnic Composition in Burma (rough estimate) as of August 6, 2014, is as follows: Bamar 68%, Shan 9%, Karen, 7%, Rakhine 3.5%, Chinese 2.5%, Mon 2%, Kachin 1.5%, Indians 1.3%, Chin 1%, Kayah 0.8%, Other groups 5%. See “Burma,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burma#Religion (accessed August 6, 2014).
Throughout Myanmar, it is obvious that God is using them in a great way in this present generation. They are, indeed, instrumental in preaching the evangelical message throughout the country.

From the above discussion, it is now obvious that there are two kinds of Christians in Myanmar—the evangelicals and non-evangelicals. The evangelical Christians are involved in doing ministries in which the evangelistic gospel is of primary concern, whereas the non-evangelicals focus on the social gospel (Khai 1999).

Today, biblical teaching about salvation is an urgent need in order for people to get salvation knowledge, which has long been neglected by many church leaders both in the past and in the present. The non-evangelical leaders teach a mixture of faith and works, quoting “faith without deeds is dead” (James 2:26) as a proof text for their teaching and advocate a social gospel without including a salvation message. They build hospitals, orphanages, and schools as part of their community development work, and they teach people to do good works without meeting their spiritual needs. They think that their good works merit the favor of God for salvation, and they consider faith alone as passive, often criticizing others for neglecting social issues. On the mission field, evangelists are often confronted by non-evangelical Christian leaders who accuse them of “stealing their sheep.” Thus, non-evangelical teaching has indeed become a roadblock for the advancement of God’s kingdom in Myanmar.

On the other hand, evangelicals are focused on justification by faith alone and concerned about the spiritual needs of people. They do evangelistic crusades, church planting, teaching seminars, and missionary works. While these are indeed crucial, evangelicals should not neglect “good works” or forget the social benefits of those works. That is why the research presented here is essential for understanding the relationship between faith and works.

An Exegetical Study of James 2:14-26

Relative to this issue of faith and works, an exegetical study of this passage is of great importance because, “Some have imagined that there is a quarrel between James and Paul on this fundamental matter.” In this respect, “The real problem began when Luther

34Nawni, 87.
concluded that the difference in this case was a contradiction.\textsuperscript{36} Martin Luther called the Epistle of James an “epistle of straw” or a “right strawy epistle.”\textsuperscript{37} As a result, “The close association of “faith” and “works” has led interpreters going back to Luther in the 6\textsuperscript{th} century to view James as in direct conflict with Paul.”\textsuperscript{38} James wrote his letter to encourage and exhort those Jews who had fled from persecution and lived outside Palestine.\textsuperscript{39} He admonishes them to be strong in the faith; and at the same time, he exhorts the rich people not to neglect their fellow poor Christians. Particularly in this passage, James deals with the static faith of Christians who fail to do Christian charity. He strongly encourages his readers “to be doers of the Word.”\textsuperscript{40}

The issue of faith and works is a big theological problem among the Christians in Myanmar. To make matters worse, there is a Buddhist teaching outwardly similar to James’ words, “A person is justified by what he does and not by faith alone” (2:24 NIV). Buddhism is a do-it-yourself religion, which teaches that a person must earn his own salvation by meritorious deeds. Since Myanmar is a Buddhist country, this teaching has had a strong influence. As a result, the nominal Christians mistakenly understood the idea of works as a means of earning salvation. Therefore, an exegetical study of James 2:14-26 should help Myanmar Christians to better understand how James relates works with justification.

James’ Theology of Works

As Martin discovered, 2:14-26 is James’ judgment on the danger of a self-deceiving attitude.\textsuperscript{41} In this regard, Douglas J. Moo asserts, “James is combating some false teachers who were setting forth an


\textsuperscript{41}Martin, 79.
incorrect view of faith.” 42 In this passage, the word πίστις “faith” occurs only once (v.14), whereas ὡς πίστις occurs eight times. The πίστις without the article ὡς introduces a new idea.43

In relation to the word πίστις, New Testament scholars like Peter H. Davids, Martin, and others44 agree that, in verse 14, James raises a rhetorical question for which he expected a negative answer. Concerning “rhetorical question,” Donald W. Burdick and Simon J. Kistemaker are in agreement that there are two ironic questions.45 With regard to the first, Kurt A. Richardson observes, “ο’φέλος ‘advantage’ or ‘use’ is employed in a startling way in the text.”46 Davids also agrees that a negative answer is expected, adding, “The second rhetorical question (‘Can such faith save him?’) begins with the Greek μὴ, which introduces questions expecting a negative answer.”47 In favor of Davids, Joseph B. Mayor writes, “μὴ expects a negative answer, and ὡς πίστις is not faith absolutely, but ‘such faith.’”48 Therefore, Chris A. Vlachos rightly argues, “James’s illustration in
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44 Peter H. Davids wrote, “The question is purely rhetorical, for the form of the question implies James’s expectation of a negative answer. No good at all!” See James: A Good News Commentary (San Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1983), 37; Martin observed that “v. 14 is composed of two questions, both rhetorical and both constructed to expect answers of no (μὴ). He goes on to say that “The phrase τί τὸ φέλος signals the beginning of an argumentative style that resembles a diatribe. James appears to be combating some form of misunderstanding that has developed in the church. See Martin, 79.


47 “τί τὸ φέλος is a regularly occurring phrase in such a dialogical style always expecting a negative answer.” See Peter H. Davids, The Epistle of James: A Commentary the Greek Text (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1982), 120.

vv. 15-16 answers the question raised in v. 14: failure to provide for an obvious need calls into question the faith of the one who fails to act (cf. Matthew 25:42-43).49

In this respect, πιστίς and ἡ πιστίς are clearly defined by Martin, who argues, “The faith of v. 14a is useless for salvation, and the πιστίς of 14b refers to the ‘workless’ faith of v. 14a.”50 He adds, “[There is] No salvation for anyone who has the type of faith described in vv. 15-16a.”51 With that in mind, we can see that πιστίς without the article that introduces a new idea (Rope 1991:203) is fully understood; for ἡ πιστίς “such faith” is a dead faith as opposed to authentic or living faith, like that of Abraham and Rahab, in this context. Thus, the expected negative answer to the second question (“Can such dead faith save?”) is fully met; and the new idea is to be understood in light of “such dead faith cannot save.”

According to Martin, “λέγω and εἴπῃ indicate a repeated claim: ‘if a person keeps on saying he or she has faith but keeps on having no works.’”52 With that in mind, the word λέγω53 is crucial to our understanding of the preceding πιστίς, which a man claims to have without actually possessing it. Thus, he is never motivated to act by what he claims to have. His “claimed faith” never motivates him to take action to do good works. Thus, James is right in saying, “Faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead” (2:17). Such claimed faith cannot be accompanied by action nor can it produce good works, for it is fraudulent and barren.

Concerning faith, King observed that, for James, there are two kinds of belief—head-belief and heart-belief.54 When James deals with the issue “not by faith only” (2:24), he means the faith of just a head-belief,55 which is a static faith.56 Accordingly, I agree with J. A. Motyer that, in verses 19 and 23, we learn about both “false faith” by which the devils produce fear, and the “genuine faith of Abraham,” which made
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50Martin, 81. Martin adds the πιστίς with article ‘such faith’ (NIV) indicates the previous πιστίς.
51Ibid., 80.
52Ibid.
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him the friend of God. Now in this context, we can see that the second question, which expects a negative answer, is fully met because a workless faith is static and dead; as a result, such head-belief cannot confer salvation. Head-belief is described as “faith of the devil” (Mark 1:24; 26-27), and such does not motivate the devils to love and worship God. Satan did not commit to worship God (Matthew 4:10-11). Similarly, if a person professes that he has faith but has no potential of doing good works, his faith is only a head-belief. Thus, the word ὄφελος, used in a surprising way, fits the idea of dead faith. “How can such dead faith profit a man and save him?” (2:14).

Now we need to examine what saving faith is. Theodore H. Epp states, “James maintained that, if you have true faith, you will have some works as the outward evidence of the inward salvation.” In this regard, Richardson argues that James does not mean the deeds of faith are effective for salvation, but rather, “The deeds of faith demonstrate the validity of the claim to be a believer.” Thus, Burdick rightly contends, “Faith is an attitude of the inner man, and it can only be seen as it influences the actions of the one who possesses it.” This is evidently seen in Abraham’s faith, as Pheme Perkins theologically argues, “The sacrifice of Isaac constitutes the work that demonstrates the faith of Abraham (Hebrews 11:17).” In favor of Perkins, Moo states, “Faith without works does not justify (2:24).” However, Moo’s argument may lead to misunderstanding of works as necessary for justification. That is why David makes it clear that, “Works are not ‘an added extra’ to faith, but are an essential expression of it.” Thus, good works is the fruit of living faith.

It is clear, then, that saving faith is the heart-belief that produces good works in its widest sense. By the saving or true faith, a genuine Christian possesses the potential of doing good works. Again, I agree with what Motyer says, “It [genuine faith] is the root from which good works (James 2:22; Titus 3:8) grow.” Thus, genuine faith produces

59Richardson, 129.
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love for God and a heart to live in integrity. In other words, a man of integrity is not lacking good works. This can be seen in a person whose life has been transformed. For example, when a wicked person truly accepts Jesus Christ as his Savior and Lord, by the power of the Holy Spirit he begins to live a life of worshiping God and not doing wicked things. Genuine faith intrinsically motivates believers to live not only to please God but also to be a blessing to others.

Observation

James T. Draper observed that James wrote his letter to the scattered church, which went through trials and testings.65 The church then was composed of Jewish Christians who had been ousted from Palestine into the Gentile world.66 Draper argues that James strongly defines works as doing Christian charity because there were poor people (2:16-17) in the Christian community. Thus, in his letter, James dealt with the problem of neglecting the poor.67 Robertson contends that, “The antithesis in James is not, in reality, between faith and works but between living faith and dead faith.”68 Accordingly, Ropes agrees that, as with Paul, James deals with the problem as being between a living faith and a dead faith (1991:207). Thus, James’ argument is not the “works of the law,” but explicitly the works of faith (Johnson 1998:197) against the empty words.

With regard to living faith, it is not meant for salvation, for as Richardson points out, “Active faith is not that which saves… only the implanted Word is able to save (James 1:21).”69 Living faith is meant for good works. To emphasize this issue, E. M. Sidebottom writes, “Works are the outward expression of faith: the two go together like the obverse and reverse of a coin.”70 Thus, there is no genuine faith without works, for works are the results of genuine faith.

Obviously, the so-called Christians with dead faith in James’ day claimed that salvation and works were separate. For lack of such saving faith, they were not able to exercise Christian charities to the poor.
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Therefore, James “was refuting a heresy claiming that salvation has no bearing on how we live,” 71 wrote Draper. In favor of that point, Nystrom states, “Righteousness that is true will always compel the righteous to acts of mercy and kindness (Romans 2:7).”72 Now, we can see that a true Christian (i.e., one has been regenerated by a saving faith) will no longer stand with his hands folded but rather will delight in doing charity to those who are in need. Thus Draper is saying, “Works is the works of love, obedience, kindness, graciousness—i.e., our obedience to God based upon our love for God.”73 James does not teach that works of Christian charity bring about salvation. Salvation belongs to God, for as Richardson argues, “Neither profession of faith nor deeds of faith actually ‘save’ anyone; only God saves.”74 Nevertheless, although James is deeply concerned with salvation in the last judgment, in this particular portion of his letter, he is not dealing with salvation but rather is challenging people who have such useless faith. For this reason, he strongly opposes the dead faith that does not motivate people to do merciful deeds of charity (Davids 1982).

**An Exegetical Study of Romans 3:21-28**

Since the 16th century in Martin Luther’s time, the doctrine of justification by faith has been at the heart of Protestant thinking.75 Faith, according to Paul, is crucial in terms of salvation—“For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from observing the law” (3:28 NIV). Thus, Paul, in this particular passage, is “challenging judgmental Jewish pride (chapters 2-4).”76 He teaches that the Jews also need salvation by grace through faith in Jesus. With that in mind, he wrote Romans so that “the Roman church might apprehend the greatness of divine grace and the wideness of God’s mercy.”77

Holding the idea of justification by faith alone, Myanmar evangelicals are, to some extent, neglecting social issues. Paul wrote in
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Ephesians 2:10 (NIV), “For we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.” However, many evangelicals fail to do the good works to which they were called. They are extreme in their belief of the slogan “justification by faith alone” but neglect the teaching of social issues, which are not the means of salvation but rather the fruits of the Christian faith. For this reason, evangelicals should be strong in faith while, at the same time, having a healthy approach to social issues. In order to do so, this segment of research aims at exploring what Paul’s teaching meant to his original audience and then what it means to us. The exegetical study of this section (3:21-28), it is hoped, will help Myanmar evangelicals to better understand Paul’s “justification by faith alone” and how his faith relates to good works.

Paul’s Theology of Faith

As we read in Acts 22:3, Paul is a Jew, born in Tarsus of Cilicia, and thoroughly trained in the law under Rabbi Gamaliel. Thus, there is no doubt that his theology was influenced by Old Testament (OT) concepts. For this reason, we need to look at how justification or righteousness was understood in the OT in order to better understand Paul’s theology of faith. According to E. R. Achtemeier, we learn that, “Righteousness is, in the OT, the fulfillment of the demands of a relationship, whether that relationship be with men or with God. When God or man fulfills the conditions imposed upon him by a relationship, he is, the OT terms, righteous.” This concept is clearly found, for example, in Genesis 38:26. Tamar was declared righteous for fulfilling the demands of the levirate law, while Judah failed to fulfill the law by not giving his third son to her in marriage. In this case, it is evident that Tamar is called righteous or just because of fulfilling the levirate law. In this manner, a person was declared righteous, or just, by fulfilling or conforming to the law. The idea of OT righteousness is fundamental to the New Testament (NT) righteousness because Paul’s idea of δικαιοσύνη is rooted in ἰσχύς, which means righteousness that is
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83Achtemeier, 80. Achtemeier wrote, “The Septuagint frequently translates ἰσχύς with δίκαιος ἰσχύς (verb) with δίκαιος ἰσχύς (noun) with δικαιοσύνη.”
conformity to a rule. Thus, it is clear that, if conformity to a norm is required for a person to be righteous in OT times, the same is true with sinners in NT times to conform to the righteousness of God in order to be saved.

Now let us examine how Paul deals with justification in the New Testament. In Romans 1:18 to 3:20, he speaks of the wrath of God and His judgment on both Jews and Gentiles; then beginning from 3:21, he speaks of how God demonstrates His saving righteousness in Christ. The revelation of God’s wrath in 1:18 is answered by God’s saving righteousness in Chapter 3. In 3:21, Paul says, “But now apart from the law, the righteousness of God has been manifested, being witnessed by the law and the prophets” (NASB). James R. Edwards writes, “‘But now’ is an exclamation of hope which marks the transition from wrath (1:18) to righteousness (1:17).” Accordingly, 3:21 indicates a significant transition, a contrast to what Paul had said in 1:18-3:20. That transition was inaugurated by the coming of Jesus. Thus, this context shows us that Paul is teaching God’s righteousness; His saving act is fulfilled in Jesus Christ.

Regarding δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ in Romans 3:21-26, Douglas J. Moo observes, “It occurs four times (vv. 21, 22, 25, 26 ['his righteousness' in the last two]), while the related verb δικαίω 'justify' is found twice (vv. 24, 26) and the adjective δίκαιος 'just' once (v. 26)." There are interpretations regarding δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ. Scholars like James R. Edwards, Robert H. Mounce, and James Dunn are in favor of interpreting it as an objective genitive. They argue that righteousness is what God offers to sinners, that it is the act of God as he sent Jesus to die for the sin of the world so that He can declare righteousness to anyone who believes in Jesus. This argument, I think, is rather weak.
because by what criterion God justifies is in question. As noted above, OT sinners became just or righteous by conforming to the existing criteria. In the same way, NT sinners need to be justified by conforming to the criterion that will be dealt with in the following pages.

In contrast to the objective genitive, Douglas Moo, Brendan Byrne, C. K. Barrett, and Leon Morris argue that δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ is the personality of God—that He is just and righteous.89 This idea holds that God—who is being right—justifies sinners according to His righteousness. In favor of this subjective genitive argument, Charles Hodge explains that “δικαίωμα ‘to justify’ is not simply to pardon but is a forensic term expressing the act of a judge.”90 From a judicial point of view, “Yahweh needs to be propitiated because of human sin (cf., e.g., Isaiah 43:22-25).”91 With that in mind, there must be a sacrifice to Yahweh. And since no animal or human sacrifice qualifies to appease God, the work of Christ is employed92 because, “It is the Person of Christ crucified as a means of propitiation or expiation, by whose blood God’s wrath is averted and his mercy dispensed in a total remission of past sin.”93 In this manner, on behalf of sinners, Jesus the Lamb of God by his sacrificial death met the requirement—i.e., conforming to the righteousness of God as the OT people did to the law. Thus, anyone who believes in Jesus Christ is justified. This subjective genitive argument is preferable in this particular context, for the righteousness of God stands as a criterion by which He justifies sinners.

Moreover, Mounce rightly contends, “The righteousness God provides has its origin in what God did, not in what people may accomplish. It is received, not earned.”94 It is totally apart from the law,
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as Paul uses the words χωρίς νομοῦ. Therefore, Paul’s use of δωρεάν corresponding to the Hebrew "חִנָּם," strongly emphasizes that righteousness is not earned but is a gift of God’s grace or favor. Grace is crucial in the sense that the supreme God makes salvation available to the lowest sinners. Thus, Brendan Byrne rightly argues, “The righteousness of God is something entirely ‘apart from law,’ not being based upon fulfillment of the law’s requirement (‘works of law,’ v.20).” Accordingly, Mounce further avers “No human being can be brought into a right standing with God on the basis of doing what the law requires.” Concerning human beings, Edwards makes it clear that “σῶμα ‘flesh’ (3:20) means the moral nature which is the willing instrument of sin.” This explanation indicates that a sinner is incapable of living morally right before God and fulfilling the demands of the law. The fallen condition of human beings necessitates the atonement of Jesus for right standing (being justified) before God.

Jesus died for the sin of the world by conforming to God’s standard of righteousness as He became the “atonement cover” corresponding to the Hebrew sacrificial system. God’s justice requires the shedding of Jesus’ blood so that sinners can have forgiveness of their sins (Hebrews 9:22). Thus, anyone who believes in Jesus is forgiven, justified, and free from judgment because Jesus’ sacrifice not only satisfies the demand of justice, but also appeases the wrath of
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Therefore, there is no righteousness without Jesus Christ because, “He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only for ours but also for the sins of the whole world” (1 John 2:2 NIV).

Strictly, “Righteousness is given only through faith in Jesus Christ.” For this reason Moo states, “Paul highlights faith as the means by which God’s justifying work becomes applicable to individuals.” Moreover, Dunn argues that, “Faith is the human condition or attitude which is set in contrast to works of the law (3:20-22, 27-28).” In this case, it is obvious that man is only the instrument of sin and is helpless to work for his own salvation. Thus, it demands that God impute His righteousness to sinners.

From the judicial perspective, Schaeffer states, “God does not infuse us with righteousness, God makes a legal declaration; on the basis of the finished work of Christ, God can declare us to be justified.” Therefore, it is clear that justification is declared to a person who believes in the finished work of Christ. As mentioned earlier, righteousness is not earned but imputed (i.e., transferred) in the sense that a sinner is justified by πίστεως Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ who is the end of the law (Romans 10:4). Similar to the OT law, NT people are declared righteous by believing in Jesus, who fulfilled the law (Matthew 5:17). He died on the cross to fulfill the requirement of the law, conforming His life to God’s criterion of justifying sinners. Thus, Paul says that a sinner is justified by faith in Jesus Christ apart from works of the ritual law. It is clear now that Paul is strongly against the works of law as a means of salvation, because faith in Christ is the only way for a sinner to be righteous.

Regarding πίστεως Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ, we need to examine by whose faith a sinner is saved. The interpretation of this phrase differs among scholars. For example, N. T. Wright supports the genitive subjective
that this “faith” is Christ’s faithfulness to his death on the cross. On the other hand, Matthew Black argues that “It is the believer’s faith in Christ which is the ground of the newly manifested righteousness.”

Neutrally, Byrne holds that, despite the fact that the subjective genitive “Jesus’ own faith” is acceptable, the whole idea of Paul’s thought (especially Galatians 2:16) through the passage refers to the objective genitive “believers’ faith in Jesus.” In favor of Byrne, integrating the two opposite views (i.e., faith in Christ and faith of Christ), Morris thoughtfully puts it this way:

> We should bear in mind that Paul is here not describing Christ, but outlining what Christ has done in bringing about salvation, so that we must understand, at least part of the meaning, the objective genitive. Faith in Jesus Christ is certainly in mind. But there would be no place for the exercise of this faith were it not for “the faithfulness of Jesus Christ” and for “God’s faithfulness shown in Jesus Christ.” The right standing God gives is connected with his faithfulness and that of Christ, and it certainly is linked with the faith of believers in Christ.

I agree with Morris in this case because, if the faithfulness of Christ were not involved, there would be no cross through which the righteousness of God is revealed. On the other hand, if it were only by the faith of Christ, then no one needs to believe. Everybody in the world would be saved automatically. Therefore, I believe that, for the salvation of a sinner, there are three elements involved—the righteousness of God, Christ’s faithfulness to the Father, and believers’ faith in Jesus Christ.

Observation

Paul, who once strictly held to the Jewish law but now believes in Jesus Christ, sharply argues against observing the ritual law as a way of achieving salvation or justification, because he himself had received the salvation of God by direct intervention of the Lord Jesus on the road to
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Damascus. Before his conversion, he believed that righteousness was earned by obeying the ritual law (i.e., doing works of the law). Contrarily, his experience with the Lord helped him to realize that justification comes through faith in Christ. Therefore, “he was combating those who said that salvation comes by keeping the works of the Mosaic Law.”¹¹³ He taught the Romans to believe in Jesus who is the end of the law, apart from works of the law for justification. The righteousness of God is revealed in Jesus Christ, so that anyone who believes in Him is righteous, or just, before God.

Robertson is right in stating that “Paul, in his contrast between faith and works, has in mind the Jewish doctrine of works as a means of salvation.”¹¹⁴ So too, Paul strongly emphasizes justification by faith alone, in contradiction of the Jews’ demand that “circumcision was essential to the salvation of the Gentiles, that Christianity alone was not sufficient but must be supplemented by Judaism.”¹¹⁵ In this case, we need to understand that Paul does not oppose merciful Christian deeds, but he does oppose those good works (the works of law) as a means of attaining salvation. Thus he said, “For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from observing the law.” (3:27 NIV).

**Comparison Between Works and Faith**

Having examined James’ theology of works and Paul’s theology of faith, I believe the following comparison of these two perceptions will help one clearly see the differences and thus recognize the original intent of “works and faith.”

**James 2:24 (ASV)**  
Ye see that by works a man is justified, and not only by faith.

**James 2:21 (KJV)**  
Was not Abraham our father justified by works, when he had offered Isaac his son upon the altar?

**Romans 3:28 (ASV)**  
We reckon therefore that a man is justified by faith apart from the works of the law.

**Romans 4:2 (NIV)**  
If, in fact, Abraham was justified by works, he had something to boast about— but not before God.

¹¹³Draper, 86.
¹¹⁵Ibid., 91.
Our study shows that James and Paul deal with the issue of works and faith from different angles. James looks at the one side of the coin called faith, while Paul looks at the other side. Or stated another way, James explains the active side of faith and Paul the passive side. Here, in short, are the differences—“Paul begins with the Christian life at its very commencement: we are saved by faith alone (Romans 3:28) with no reliance on the works of the law (Galatians 2:16). James begins with the professing Christians who have fallen into wrongheaded ways and need genuine faith.”

There is no doubt that James and Paul are working together for genuine and healthy Christianity. This is evidenced by how they look at Abraham. “James looked to the Abraham story to show how genuine faith operates; Paul looked to the Abraham story to show how God is predisposed to forgive sinners.” Thus, Paul is concerned for “justification by faith,” while James is concerned for “good works as the result of faith.”

The interpretation of the Greek \(\text{\textit{erga}}\) is of great help to see how James and Paul work in unity, not in contradiction. In this regard, Nystrom observed, “Paul often employs \(\text{\textit{erga}}\) to mean ‘works of the law’; for James \(\text{\textit{erga}}\) means ‘deeds of Christian righteousness.’” Although the vocabulary is the same, the way it is used is different. When Paul argues that a person is justified by faith apart from the works of the law (Romans 3:28), he does not mean Christians’ good deeds. At the same time, when James argues that faith without works is dead (James 2:26), he does not mean the works of law. As a result, James is not against Paul’s faith and Paul is not against James’ good works; however, James condemns the dead-faith Christians just as Paul condemns the Christians who trust in the works of the law for salvation.

Likewise, when James speaks of justification by works, not by faith (2:24), he is concerned with the Christian deeds that demonstrate one’s justification. And by the words “not by faith”, he means the kind of faith that does not produce good fruits. James does not oppose the kind of faith that Paul claims for salvation. Therefore, as Robertson argues, “It is not personal trust in Christ that James ridicules but an empty theological tenet that does not stand the test of actual life.”
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Nystrom agrees, “Both Paul and James see faith as a confidence in God’s saving act along with the effect of that act in the lives of the followers of Jesus Christ.”

Now it is clear that, although the English vocabularies look different, the intent of the original sense is the same. Both James and Paul are pointing in the same direction—the salvation or justification of mankind. The idea of works in James speaks of merciful Christian good deeds, and the faith he opposed is a dead faith. Accordingly, the idea of works Paul opposes is the works of the law, not Christians’ good deeds.

It is crucial that one not misunderstand these two theologies, because James’s “works of faith” are not at all what Paul meant by “works of law.” “Paul in Romans 3:28 is speaking of salvation as a past event; nothing human beings can do can earn God’s forgiveness. But James, when speaking of deeds, has in mind present activity.”

Here, I believe that James is dealing with the fruit of salvation, while Paul is dealing with how salvation is achieved. Motyer (1985:113) beautifully illustrates the relation between faith and works this way—Faith is a senior partner, and works is a junior partner, both working together. Thus, good works are the fruit of living faith, while dead faith produces only empty words.

**Significance for Myanmar’s Evangelical and non-Evangelical Christians in Dialogue**

From our study, we learn that there is no theological contradiction between Paul and James, both of them working for the salvation of mankind. The great confusion relative to their theologies came from the erroneous interpretation of “faith” and “works.” Our exegetical work clearly reveals that James is arguing against “a dead faith,” one that lacks potential to motivate a person to do merciful deeds. The works with which James dealt is the fruit of living faith.

In contradiction to James’ idea, Myanmar non-evangelical Christians erroneously understand works to be a means of salvation. As a result, they focus on Christian charities and social endeavors in order to secure their souls’ salvation. They believe that performance of
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deeds deserves spiritual blessing.\textsuperscript{124} Doing good deeds in and of itself is not wrong, but trusting good deeds for salvation is totally against God’s will. Thus, both James and Paul are opposed to such dead faith and works of the law. Non-evangelical Christians need to move beyond the doing of good works to meet their spiritual needs.

On the other hand, Paul emphasized faith. Although he is not against Christian merciful works, he strongly opposes works that supposedly bring about salvation. Many evangelicals in Myanmar are mistakenly content with their “salvation by faith” and neglect Christian merciful deeds. It is not wrong to be content with our salvation by the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ; but if people are truly born again and truly a part of God’s family, they must intuitively desire to do good works, which James argues is the result of saving, or living faith. Such faith will produce love, compassion, etc., for others. Therefore, evangelicals should not be confined in their comfort zones, but rather they should step into the world to not only give witness about the love of God, but also exercise Christian deeds as children of God.

In summary, Paul is dealing with justification by faith as essential for the beginning of one’s spiritual life, while James is dealing with the importance of Christian deeds as outward demonstrations of being a genuine Christian. Thus, Myanmar non-evangelical Christians need to seek God for a solution first to their spiritual needs, met only by the blood of Jesus; and the evangelicals need to put their faith into action.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Christianity is not a religion that seeks to appease gods by meritorious deeds. In Christianity, we know that God seeks sinners and imputes righteousness (by employing the completed work of Jesus Christ) to anyone who believes in Him. Myanmar Christians should know that there is no other way by which a sinner can be saved. Only faith in Jesus can secure salvation for their souls. Thus, relying on the performance of good deeds for salvation is deceiving oneself, as the non-evangelical Christians do. On the other hand, Christians should not be selfish as some evangelicals are, neglecting the good works God entrusts to us (Ephesians 2:10).

It is important for Myanmar Christians to keep in mind what Nystrom states, “In the New Testament generally, and in Paul in particular, salvation is a threefold experience: it is an accomplished

\textsuperscript{124}I often hear people say that they will go to heaven because they are good people and are active both in their church and in charitable activities.
fact: we have been saved (see Ephesians 2:8). It is a present experience: we are being saved (see 1 Corinthians 1:18; Philippians 2:12). It is a future hope: we will be saved (see Roman 13:11; Philippians 3:20).”

With that in mind, the theologies of Paul and James, in terms of faith and works, teach us that we need to have such a saving faith, one that always motivates us as children of God to do Christian deeds to the people around us. We should not only focus on the spiritual needs of people, but also be concerned about merciful deeds to the poor and the needy.

Moo reminds us that, “Paul is attacking people who think that salvation can be earned. James is attacking people who think that salvation brings no responsibility.”

For this reason, Myanmar evangelicals need to move forward to the exercise of their faith in doing Christian charities. At the same time, the non-evangelical Christians need to go beyond doing Christian charities to meet the spiritual needs of the people. Only then will these two groups be able to cooperate in spreading the gospel for the furtherance of the kingdom of God on earth.
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